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Remembrance

Glory to Pushkin, the Greatest Russian Poet
( On the Occasion of the Centenary of his Death. )

By Narayana Pillai, A. S.
Across the corn-fields came the wind
Fresh with the fragrance of their yield
And rocked the shadows of the palms
In the cradle of village ponds;
It was like a song...... Yes, the song
That held our souls in silken bonds
When in mine half-rested your arms
And a vague, expectant joy filled
My restless intemperate mind :
When we like two wanton children
Stood at Life’s luminous threshold
Eager to enter.......And gather
The rich, ripe fruits of red and gold
That bend Love’s arms with their burden.

A Farewell Song
By Sachchidanand Sinha
Our bosom friends, the lilies and roses of the world,
The singing buds that sleep in the lap of Spring,
The mighty oaks that dream in shrivell’d seeds,
Ye, blooming birds, that’ve learnt to flutter wings 1
We have no words to speak, no song to sing;
‘ No lark could pipe to skies so dull and grey; ’
Yet ere our mingled souls are torn apart
By Nature’s ruthless Law today,
A star like pearl of peerless price we give,
Just found in the salty brine of human woes—
A token of lo?e to glad you like a dream,
A guide in Gloom, a Nurse in hopeless Throes.
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By Nicholas Roerich
N February 10th 1837 the greatest
Russian poet Pushkin died after
receiving a fatal wound in a duel. The
name of Pushkin is known all over the world.
The sad centenary of his violent death will
be reverenced in the whole world by all
true lovers of literature. Not only in the
immence vastness of Russia, but in all
countries there will be held solemn cele
brations, there will be opened exhibitions
dedicated to the poet and there will be
published new editions of his famous works.
In Russian and European theatres there
will be produced his immortal dramas, in
the musical interpretation of the best
Russian composers.

O

The commemorative event will result in
a great Day of Russian or rather world
culture. The immortal creations of Pushkin,
equal to Shakespeare, Dante, Goethe, Balzac,
will for ever remain a vital, inexhaustible
source of spiritual enrichment of the present
and future generations of humanity. ‘Evgeni
Onegin, ’ ‘ Poltava, ’ ‘ The Bronze Rider,
‘ The Captain’s Daughter, ’ ‘ Ruslan and
Ludmila, ’ ‘ The Queen of Spades ’ and
hundreads of other works of Pushkin will
live as precious evidence of radiant thought,
as expressions of the feelings of true noble
inspiration.
Pushkin’s poems, written over a hundred
years ago, move the hearts of mankind as
deeply now as they did at the time of his
contemporaries. Only now has the glory of
Pushkin become a truly universal glory.
He has expressed the inner life of the
country in unprecedented calling artistic
images. For Pushkin, the poet, there were
no geographical nor historical boundaries.
Ancient Hellas, Rome, Italy, Spain and the
ancient and new East, all Slavonic thoughts,

were reflected
comprehension.

by him

with same

deep

No one has before or after Pushkin
enriched Russian culture to such
an
extent as this greatest poet of his mother
land. He was the true creator of the Russian
literary language. He has conquered for
Russian literature a place of honour in world
classics. The poems, stories and essays of
Pushkin prove the inexhaustible wealth of
human expressions. Pushkin was the
creator of a magnificent, flexible, expressive
Russian literary language. He imbued
Russian literature with the spirit of the
people, he magnified the language with innu
merable words taken from the very depths
of folklore treasury. He introduced real
poetical gems of national bards. Pushkin’s
contemporaries used to say about him, that he
was ever restless, that his spirit was
rebellious aud as such he died.
The great Russian critic Belinsky thus
defined Pushkin’s poetry: “ What a style !
Antic plasticity and stern simplicity were
combined in him with the charming
play of romantic rhythm. The entire
acustic wealth, the might of the Russian
language were revealed in him in extra
ordinary perfection; he is delicate, sweet,
tender like the murmur of the waves; he
is rich as soil, brilliant as lightning,
transparent and pure as a crystal, aromatic
and fragrant as spring, strong and mighty
as the sword in the hand of a hero. Should
we want to describe the verse of Pushkin
in one word, we would say that it is par
excellence, a truly poetic, artful and artistic
verse; and this would solve the mystery of
the majestic pathos of the entire poetry of
Pushkin.”
Gorky, usually severe in his judgment,
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says of Pushkin: “ Pushkin is for Russian
literature, what Leonardo da Vinci was for
European art. We have before us a great
Russian national poet, the creator of poeti
cal tales which charm with their beauty
and wit, the author of the first realistic
novel ‘ Evgeni Onegin, ' the author of
our best historical drama ‘Boris Godunov’,
a poet, who up to now is unsurpassed in
the beauty of his verse and in the mighty
expressions of emotions and thoughts, a
poet — the father of the great Russian
literature. In the person of Pushkin we
have the example of a writer, who, being
imbued with impressions of life, was striv
ing to reflect them in verse and prose, with
greatest truth, with utmost realism, and in
this he succeeded as a real genius. His
creations are a most valuable testimony of
a clever, wise and truthful person about
customs, habits and conceptions of a certain
period — indeed they are the true records
of Russian history by a genius. ”
As befits every great man, Pushkin
suffered great injustice from his contem
poraries. The great poet was exiled and
for a long time there hang upon him the
threat of evil suspicions. This cannot be
avoided — without these torches of savages
no great achievement is possible. Thanks
to his all-containing heart, Pushkin joined
all advanced movements, was a friend of
free thought. We find him amongst the
‘dekabrists.’ We see Pushkin as a mason,
and to this society belonged all the fore
most thinkers of Russia. The poet was
seeking everywhere for Truth and listening
to the fairy tales of bis old nurse, he was
enchanted from his very childhood by the
beauty of Russian folklore.
During the short span of his life — 1799
-1837—he, whilst studying historical chro
nicles, yet remained ever in the defence of
the new, carrying in his heart the vision
of Russia’s great future. When still in the
Lyceum, Pushkin already astonished every
one with his sonorous verse and the great
126
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Derjavin blessed him and foretold his glory.
Seldom can one heart embrace simultane
ously both the East and West. Every reader
in the Orient will understand Pushkin’s
‘ Ruslan and Ludmila ’, ‘ The Captive of
the Caucasus ’
or ‘ The Fountain of
Bakhchisarai ’. Whereas ‘Evgeni Onegin,’
‘ The Queen of Spades ’ or ‘Dubrovsky’
will resound in the Western hearts.
‘ Boris Godunov ’, the drama, in which
Pushkin with astounding depth unfolds the
tragedy of a ruler, ‘ who has attained the
highest power ’, attracts now the attention
of the whole world. Just at present ‘Boris
Godunov ’ is staged in Berlin, in Praha —
‘Evgeni Onegin’ : thus in the most diverse and
even contradictory audiences the splendour
of Pushkin’s creations calls forth equal
admiration.
As we see, Pushkin simultaneously
proceeded by all creative paths. During
the twenty seven years of his literary
career, Pushkin became a great poet, a
great prosaist, a great dramatist. In his
works we have examples of all literary
styles. Every new creation of Pushkin
was not only a real chief d’oeuvres but
became a new chapter of the history of
Russian literature. In his immeasurable
artistic might, in his extraordinary multifacetness, in his unusual alacrity of mind
are expressed the potentiality and genius
of the great nation, in which he was born.
Let us remember his self-characteristic
poems ‘ Echo’ and the ‘ Prophet’, which
are significant as describing the view of
the poet upon his mission in life. Let us
not attempt to translate them into poetical
verse, bat try to render the poet’s thought:

Echo
Whether beasts roar in forests deep —
Whether the horn sounds, or thunders
storm,
Whether a maiden sings on hillocks far—
To every voice
( Continued on page 128. )

Art and Appreciation
By Miss Amrita Sher-Gil
EOPLE in our country when speaking one and enable people to develop a genuine
of Art are apt to think of it in preference for the latter, unfortunately this
terms of the various ‘ Schools ’—Bengal,faculty is seldom developed.
Bombay, Lucknow, etc. rather than in
The appreciation of good Art is limited
terms of good Art and bad Art. Oscar to the few because it has characteristics
Wilde once said, “ There are no moral and that are difficult for the average person
immoral books, only well written and badly to appreciate. It always tends towards
written books.” In terms of true Art it simplification, that is to say, it only con
matters very little what ‘school’ or age a siders the essentials of a form, the stress
work of Art belongs to because just as in invaribly laid on the textural and technical
all ages there has been a fundamental beauty of the work instead of the beauty
analogy in the characteristics of good paint of the subject depicted. It is characterised
ing and sculpture, so there is a similarity by vitality of excution, pungency and
linking the inferior Art of the past to the never has the slightest trace either of
inferior Art of the present ( this includes prettiness or sugariness. It is invariably
both Eastern and Western Art). I have stylised. Form is never imitated, it is
heard it stated that one who is only always interpreted. Bad Art, on the other
acquainted with Western Art cannot pass hand, has always been characterised by
judgement on the quality of a work per softness of execution and conception, floritaining to Oriental Art and vice versa. This dity, effiminacy of treatment and strees on
is fallacy, for whosoever has artistic unessential detail. Form is either photo
sensibility, intuition or knowledge enough
graphically imitated or stylised in the
to recognise the good in Western Art will, wrong sense, i. e., ‘ idealised ’ in the sense
with an infallible instinct, pick out the of feeble prettiness (e. g., the work in
good in Eastern Art too. It is absurd to Europe of Bougeran, Olma Tadima etc., in
say that because one is not acquainted with, India of Ravi Varma and also certain
let us say, the period it belongs to, whether specimens of the Bombay and Bengal
it is Buddhist, Brahmanical, Jain, Rajput, schools). It is diametrically opposed to the
Mugal or Modern Indian Art, one cannot vital and significant stylisation of form
distinguish the good from the bad speci that characterises the sculpture and paint
mens in it. Yet this is one of the weapons ing of Ellora, Ajanta, Egyptian, Chinese,
that pedantry uses against artistic intuition.
Japanese, early Christian, Impressionist
and post-impressionist Art. But most of
Curiously enough good Art never appeals all bad art depends for its appeal on the
at first sight. In fact I will go as far as prettiness or the sentimental appeal of the
saying that more often than not it repels. subject treated and, therefore, seldom fails to
Bad art, on the other hand, based as it is be popular. There are people who have
on cheap effect, appeals immediately to the the illusion that there are no absolute
artistically undeveloped mind and therein values in Art and believe, therefore, that
lies its danger. Because though taste, of personal taste is the only standard by
course, like every other faculty, can be which a work of Art can be judged, and
developed and when trained in the proper consequently dub everything that repels
direction should qualify everyone for dis them as bad, with the certitude and in
tinguishing a bad work of art from a good
tolerance that only ignorance can give.

P
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There are two types of intolerance,
however, the two should not be confused,
in the one the measure of an inferior work
has been taken and in the other the level
of a work of Art has not been attained.
The one is justified because it is the out
come of experience and knowledge, whilst
the other is inexcusable because it is is the
outcome of ignorance misguided, or bad
taste ( which is just an obnoxious form of
ignorance ) asserting itself in the name of
sacred and unviolable 4 Personal Taste. ’

in the right way. But, of course, to them
that is a matter of indifference, they live
on in blissful ignorance, unaware of the
fact that they have become aesthetically
fossilised.

There are individuals who resent in
trusion into the realm of this 4 personal
taste ’ ( like children who are reluctant
to learn ) and, with an infantile reasoning
power, argue that since a certain standard
of work satisfies their craving for the
beautiful (as they conceive it) there is no
need for them to go to the botheration of
evolving their taste in order to appreciate
works of Art which at their stage of
development does not appeal to them, there
by losing all possibility of ever experiencing
that ecstasy of aesthetic emotion which is
derived from true works of Art looked at

FOB ECONOMY &
EFFICIENCY

In the other poem 'Prophet ’ a six
winged Seraphim appears on the crossroad
to a wanderer and, touching his lips and
ears, opens to him his prophetic vision.
The tremours of heaven and mysteries of
earth and sea are revealed to him. The
Seraphim tears out his tongue and replaces

J. reminiscent Silhouette
By Raman C. Vasa, D. Litt. ( Paris.)
HE most parisian of Paris is this qua sympathetic professors and experts are at
rter on the left bank of the river the disposal of the student without the dis
Seine, the whole locality being known astinction of colour, class or creed. Complete
La Rive Gauche. The name is quite signi liberty of thought and expression, absence
ficant of the high intellectual atmosphere of prudery and prejudices, liberality of
of the place. It is the haunt of intellectual mind and interest in human fellowship
extremists and revolutionaries
in art, have created a new democracy of art and
intellect at Parish. Verily, it is the pre
science, philosophy and life.
sence of La Sorbonne which is responsible
With this place is associated the memory for the cultural idealism of this quarter
of Moliere and Racine, Voltaire and Rous which, in its turn, has lent its splendour to
seau, of Danton and Robespierre. It was the University.
in the Cafes of this part of old Paris that
The supreme law of this little world is
the first torch of Revolution was lit—revo
liberty, equality and fraternity. No matter
lution for the rights and liberties of man.
where one goes—to a Cafe, to a CineperUnder the inspiration of this spirit the old
menant or to a The dansant, one will always
prison of Chatlet was demolished and was
find oneself in an intimate environment of
soon turned into a music theatre. The
fellowship where reserve and idle formality,
mighty Column, standing in front of Theatre
are conspicuous by their absence.
Serah Bernhardt, still commemorates this
It is this spirit of liberty and equality,
triumph. From the bosom of this quarter
the magnificent Pantheon, the temple of shorn of all prejudices, which makes this
fame, proclaims its message Vivre libre ou quarter what it is to-day. The great charm
Mourire—Be free or die—and pays its gra of the locality is its Cafes where one finds
teful homage to the glorious dead. To a an atmosphere of romantic sympathy and
student, to an artist, to a connoisseur the bohemian informality. Only those who have
very name of this quarter brings home a been to Paris or have read French roma
host of delightful reminiscences—remini nces can appreciate what a parisian Cafe
scences that bind him for ever to his is. It is a popular rendezvous, a fit place
for recreation when one feels lonely. Sitting
beloved Paris.
in its terrasse with a cup of coffee or BorThe quarter is pre-eminently a quarter deau one is easily dragged into an interest
of students from every sphere of life. Here ing conversation with charming people.
stands the great Sorbonne, the University To” the spectator oE mankind few places
of Paris, maintaining its classic traditions offer such opportunities for study as a
and embracing the initiative originality of Cafe in this quarter does. It is often a
the living present. It is an Eiffel of laboratory of human psychology. To a conesprit francaise attracting the student pilgrims naisseur it readily reveals a series of
charming profiles. We find there people
from all over the world.
drinking,
playing, flirting at any odd hour
Nowhere in the world is a student
of
day
or
night. Here one can kiss one’s
given as much facility and freedom as he
lady-love or gallantly invite one’s fair
is given at Paris. Big libraries, spacious
neighbour to a stroll on the Boulevard.
study rooms, laboratories, museums and
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( Continued from page 126. )
An echo in the empty air
Resounds at once.
Thou heedest to the thunder's roar,
The calls ef storm and waves,
To shouts of shepherds
You an answer send,
But you get no response........
This, poet, is your fate !

The Quartier Latin of Paris

it with the wisdom of the serpent; for his
heart he substitutes a piece of glowing coal.
The poem concludes as follows:
'Alone as lifeless corpse in deserts I
remained,
And God’s voice called:
Arise, thou prophet, behold and hearken !
Be filled with My glory,
And, faring seas and distant lands,
By word the hearts of men thou set
aflame !’’
Thus the poet foresaw his
mission.

glorious
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